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Still the One.



You do it because you love cars. 

You do it because it’s the family trade. You do it because you 

can’t imagine doing anything else. One thing, however, is certain: 

No one works in collision repair because it’s easy.

At PPG, we understand your shop is only as good as its last job. 

That’s why we’re proud to offer the DELTRON® refinish system.

In shops of all stripes and sizes, the Deltron system offers a track 

record of color excellence and process efficiency. Our full range of 

solutions covers every conceivable need from start to finish. Best 

of all, our products are painter-friendly and remarkably forgiving.

When it’s your good name on the line, turn to the one that’s 

proven itself time and time again. The Deltron brand from PPG. 

The best-selling refinish system in North America. 

ONE COAT AT A TIME

South of the Square Collision Center recently switched to the Deltron 

brand for its refinish quality and PPG’s training and support. “We wanted a 

long-term partner to help us move to the next level,” says Rick Stickland, 

owner. Above: Lee Hemmetter, SSCC paint technician.



AS TRIED AND TRUE

Charlie Regnerus opened Alter Collision in 1970 using PPG products. 

Ken (left) and John continue in their father’s footsteps with help from 

the Deltron system, a shop staple since 1979. 

In this business, it takes a ton of grit. 

Especially when it’s your signature above the door. For over 35 years, 

the Deltron refinish system has built a legacy for color match, speed 

and outstanding results in almost any operating environment. Little 

wonder the Deltron brand has long been the choice for people named 

Penske, Alloway and other family-run outfits around the country. 

AS THE FAMILY NAME

AS TRIED AND TRUE



Their first shop didn’t have indoor plumbing. Today, Professional Finish, a 

longtime user of the Deltron system, operates in a 22,000 sq. ft., state-of-the 

art facility. Left: Mike and Stephanie Deotsch (daughter), founders Dave and 

Lois VandenBossche, and Eric (son). Above: Tom Ginter, paint technician.

Craftsmanship only comes from experience. 

For almost three generations, we’ve refined and perfected the Deltron offering of refinish 

solutions that thrive in a variety of working conditions—facilities large and small, bake or 

no-bake. Highly regarded by paint technicians for its ease of use and recoatability, the Deltron 

system is truly forgiving (and in this business, we can use as much of that as we can get).

Most importantly, our history shows we don’t coast on past success. The wet-on-wet, 

superfast air dry capability of Deltron DC200 Ultra Velocity Clear is just the latest proof 

we’re committed to advancing refinish technology today, and for decades to come. 

QUALITY TIME
LOVE WHAT YOU DO, 
AND EVERY MINUTE IS 

Deltron 2000 DBC Basecoat

You won’t find a more dedicated worker in any shop. Fully color capable with the latest 

toners for matching today’s finishes, it’s compatible with a wide range of primers and 

clears, delivering beautiful results in all shop environments. 

CONCEPT® DCC Acrylic Urethane

This premium-quality, 2K topcoat offers exceptional gloss and dependable color match 

for single stage finishes.

Deltron 2000 DBI Interior Color

Interior and underhood colors direct from the Deltron mixing service. 

VIBRANCE COLLECTION® Custom Colors

Compatible with Deltron topcoats and clears, the Vibrance Collection brand of hot colors, 

unique micas, innovative pigments and special effects offers custom builders and 

enthusiasts an unlimited array of custom finish choices to bring their visions to life. 



PROVE YOUR COLORS

Mike and Marcy Campos opened MC Customs 20 years ago, 

and the Deltron paint system has been there since day one. 

“Deltron is real easy to use,” Mike says. 

EACH JOB IS A CHANCE TO

Show the world what you’re made of. 

The PPG global color-matching network collects over 40,000 OEM primes and variants per year, 

creating an unrivaled database of more than 2 million formulas. What’s more, PPG not only gives 

you accessible information vital to your success, but also a range of powerful color tools to spray 

a spot-on match the first time, every time. 

PAINTMANAGER® Software

A powerful, network-capable color management system, PaintManager software provides the 

latest primes, variants, custom and special field variants, as well as a complete suite of 

management tools and reports to monitor paint operation efficiency and enhance your profitability. 

TOUCHMIX® Computerized Paint Mixing System

Designed to work with PaintManager software, the TouchMix touch-screen computer empowers 

technicians to mix surefire colors quickly and accurately, all while reducing waste and re-dos. 

RAPIDMATCH™ X-5  Hardware

This advanced spectrophotometer reads the vehicle’s actual color, and integrates with 

PaintManager software to find the closest blendable match. 

Internet Formula Access

PPG has up-to-minute color information on the web—the Online Color service at ppgrefinish.com 

and our COLORMOBILE® software application designed for smartphones and computer tablets.

Color Variant Deck

Arranged by vehicle manufacturer, the PPG Color Variant System contains large color chips, sprayed 

with refinish paint, and corresponding paint codes for thousands of the latest color variants.

Color Library Hotline

Utilizing our comprehensive library of over 2 million entries, the hotline is your trusted resource 

for color codes, formulas and the latest variant information.  

More Color Resources

Our annual color information books and tint guides assist painters in selecting and achieving 

accurate matches with confidence. When no code is available, our web-based Paint It digital 

database is a convenient way to verify exterior, interior and wheel color information.

PROVE YOUR COLORS



Still the One.

THE RESOURCES YOU NEED TO

Information is the one tool no shop can be without.  

That’s why PPG offers the most comprehensive training and process improvement program in the refinish 

industry. Whether you’re a paint technician, facility manager or owner, PPG offers classes and training to enhance 

skills, increase productivity and master new technologies. PPG’s certification program reflects our continuing 

effort to keep paint technicians abreast of new products, proper application procedures, and equipment, as well as 

environmental, health and safety issues. Deltron system users are recertified every two years to maintain their 

certification. Courses are scheduled throughout the year at 16 PPG Business Development Centers. We also offer 

online videos and seminars so your team can learn at the time and pace convenient for your operation. 

BE YOUR BEST

MVP Business Solutions

The refinish industry has never been more competitive. While the daily need for innovation can be demanding, 

it also creates new opportunities for shops that excel in key-to-key cycle time and customer satisfaction. Our 

acclaimed MVP program for collision professionals offers the industry’s most comprehensive set of training, 

tools and services focusing on the vital performance indicators that drive success. 
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